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About This Content

The Bo-Bo Class 20 ‘Chopper’ is now available for Train Simulator in BR Green livery, complete with scenarios for the stunning
Western Lines of Scotland route.

Built initially from 1957 to 1962, and then again from 1966 until 1968, the 228 locomotives in the Class were designed to haul
freight, but were often pressed into service during the summer months on seaside specials. The first batch of 128 locomotive

were built with head code discs and painted in BR green with a grey roof; the second batch of 100 locomotives were fitted with
head code boxes.

Known by their nickname ‘Choppers’, a name derived from the distinctive beat that the engine produced under load and
resembling the sound of a helicopter, the Class 20’s relatively low power output – 1,000 horsepower – saw many operate in pairs
across the British rail network. This was also due to the poor visibility caused by their long nose, which saw the locomotives run

almost exclusively cab first.

As freight operations on the network decreased, the Class 20 started to become obsolete and disappeared from regular
appearances on the mainline. However, many locomotives were transferred to private operators, including Direct Rail Services

and for use on the construction of the Channel Tunnel and High Speed 1.

A total of 26 models have also been preserved, including the first of the Class built – D8000 – which is part of the National
Railway Collection at the National Railway Museum in York, UK.

The Class 20 for Train Simulator is a former Iron Horse House model, which has been updated to Train Simulator standard,
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including new scenarios and improved exterior modelling. It is available in light weathered British Railways Green livery,
representing a model from the first batch of Class 20s built and featuring changeable front and read head code discs. Other
detailing includes slow speed control for ‘merry-go-round’ trains, cab and instrument lighting, and 16-ton mineral wagons.

The locomotive is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the BR Class 20 on any Quick Drive enabled
route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically for the Western Lines

of Scotland route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

Scenarios

Four scenarios for the Western Lines of Scotland route:

Simple Controls Tutorial: Class 20

Expert Controls Tutorial: Class 20

Stranraer Struggle

Tanker Train

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

Class 20 in light weathered BR Green livery

Slow speed control

Changeable head code discs

Cab lighting

Instrument lighting

16-ton Mineral Wagons

Quick Drive compatible

Scenarios for the Western Lines of Scotland route

Download size: 181mb
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Great m8 ill rate 8 out of 8 no hate. Just play Battle Cats instead.. The loading screen greets you with

"Better with an Xbox Controller"

Which is lucky, because I use an xbox controller and can't complete the tutorial at entirely random points due to the controller
not working.

Better than what, exactly?. Doesn't matter what others tell you, this is a good game. I agree, the price might be a little high, but it
is fun and short. Beautiful short visual novel about a boy who has trouble socializing at school but then makes an unexpected
friend while doing his favorite hobby: picking up shells from the seashore. I won't say anything else to spoil. Very deep message
hidden in it. Art reminds me of Ponyo from Miyazaki too.. What a surprise - The game didn't even update to 'add' the cars, and
just to add salt to the wound of the most disappointing game of 2014, aside from the Fiat that can be customised for Street, you
can only customise these cars' Performance variants.. no dislikes i recommend that this gets five star. Just like when I played
version 1.0, this version of the game is awesome. I had a lot of fun playing it from the new ATB system (with blocking), to how
you learn new spells, to the new improved storyline. LIke I said after I played the 1.0 I am hoping for a Valcarta II to pop up
sometime in the future.

Now that I finished the Light Path storyline, I just need to work on the Dark Path Storyline...which I'm sure it's going to be
interesting as heck to get through.. Why would anyone pay for this?. absalutly amazing
anything good in this game name it
story\/ me:good
artwork\/ me: good
jumscares\/ me: goo-wait ok but good game overall
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Played 4 levels.
The idea and design are really original and as I enjoy random generated levels I decided to give it a chance with a halloween
discount.

The gameplay is basically find the way out of a random generated maze that has many traps, enemies and also different ammo
types that you could use to load in your crossbow or additional weapons that might be found too. You need to also find the key
to open the exit so; finding the key and the exit will force you to explore the maze.

Game supports walking and teleport locomotion.

If you beat the maze, another one of incresing difficulty will be generated, this time it will have additional enemies, larger size
and more weapons/traps.

The initial complain I have is the pace of the game, it is very slow and the traps are very basic yet.
The traps can be avoided but sometimes it seems like you cannot move to certain spaces even if you can see the space to go.
It seems that you are larger in VR that what you really are and you can´t go on certain situations. Besides that the FPS part as
mentioned by many is very light...you will shoot 1 shot to an enemy...and maybe 1 shot to certain traps...that´s it.

In the end...it was boring after the first 10 minutes. I decided to keep playing to try to discover more surprises, but even if the
mazes were bigger or a new enemy appeared..the game was still boring.

I like Indie games and I like that here it is an original design but so far....the most basic feature required for a game...to have
fun..is not happening for me.
Will check it back later again.. Now, I'm giving this a "Yes" recommendation because there's no "It Depends" option, and it
doesn't quite deserve a "No".
If the amateurish art and graphics don't bother you, and you're lenient with the frequent outdated internet "lol random" writing
and loads of tone inconsistencies, you should be fine. I can see from the other reviews that plenty of people are able to ignore
these things and enjoy it, at the very least.
That's not to say I only have negatives to say about the game. It very clearly had a lot of heart and effort put into it, and for an
RPG Maker game it only barely looks like one, and it can be said without a shadow of a doubt that this isn't just a cash grab like
80% of the other RPG Maker games on Steam.
That's all stuff about the presentation, the obvious issues\/nonissues (depending on your preferences). As far as the gameplay
goes, it's not bad. Nearly every map and town has plenty of hidden stuff to find, and the combat is servicable. There are at least
a few convenience features to ease it along, like the ability to modify the random encounter rate and the fact that KOed party
members always revive with 1 HP and still get EXP at the end of battles.

Echo607 has gotten to be quite the prolific RPG Maker developer, and I'm looking forward to seeing what she comes out with
when her art and writing improve.. I don't like leaving negative reviews - especially for indie devs. I wish them the best, but this
game doesn't feel at all worth the price.

There were no puzzles in this game that took more than a glance to solve. However, the controls and bizarre design decisions
give this game an artificial difficulty that's a pain to play.

. Despite the overly-simple point-and-click gameplay, I'm surprised at how nice this actually is with its also simple plot and
mechanics.. - Hyper-sensitive bank and yaw axes on my joystick, adjustment options don't work.
- Impossible to control with a mouse, because added 'noise' in mouse response, kind of like descent does it but 10* worse.
- 2 massive bright bars in the bottom of the screen.
- 1 texture.. This is seriously the best little pool game ever. Beautiful graphics, realistic physics, cool sounds, easy to pick up and
play, hard to put down. There's a number of 8Ball and 9Ball tournaments with many different AI characters to play against. It's
not only about winning, each AI has special stars\/missions to complete while playing them to unlock extra stuff. There's also
multiplayer. A favourite game mode of mine is called endurance where you constantly have to pot balls, take too long, the time
runs out and you lose. My highest time is 16 minutes. You can adjust the difficulty which makes the aimiing line less and less, it
is extremely hard to play without ANY aiming guide lines whatsoever, probably because of the lack of depth perception. I've got
it set to the last difficulty before the lines disappear. I definitely rate this game 10\/10. the game does not work black screen
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